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Abstract

Many of the strongest game playing programs use
a combination of Monte Carlo tree search (MCTS)
and deep neural networks (DNN), where the DNNs
are used as policy or value evaluators. Given a lim-
ited budget, such as online playing or during the
self-play phase of AlphaZero (AZ) training, a bal-
ance needs to be reached between accurate state
estimation and more MCTS simulations, both of
which are critical for a strong game playing agent.
Typically, larger DNNs are better at generalization
and accurate evaluation, while smaller DNNs are
less costly, and therefore can lead to more MCTS
simulations and bigger search trees with the same
budget. This paper introduces a new method called
the multiple policy value MCTS (MPV-MCTS),
which combines multiple policy value neural net-
works (PV-NNs) of various sizes to retain advan-
tages of each network, where two PV-NNs fS and
fL are used in this paper. We show through exper-
iments on the game NoGo that a combined fS and
fL MPV-MCTS outperforms single PV-NN with
policy value MCTS, called PV-MCTS. Addition-
ally, MPV-MCTS also outperforms PV-MCTS for
AZ training.

1 Introduction
Many of the state-of-the-art game playing programs in games
such as Go, chess, shogi, and Hex used a combination of
Monte Carlo tree search (MCTS) and deep neural networks
(DNN) [Silver et al., 2016; Silver et al., 2018; Gao et
al., 2018]. MCTS is a heuristic best-first search algorithm
and had been a major breakthrough for many games since
2006 [Kocsis and Szepesvári, 2006; Coulom, 2006; Browne
et al., 2012], especially for Go [Gelly and Silver, 2007;
Enzenberger et al., 2010]. Starting in 2015, DNNs were
investigated for move prediction [Clark and Storkey, 2015;
Tian and Zhu, 2015]. For a problem with large state spaces
like Go, the power of DNNs to generalize for previously un-
seen states is critical. In addition, DNNs were found to be
more accurate at evaluating positions than Monte Carlo roll-
out [Silver et al., 2016]. MCTS, however, remains a critical

component of strong game playing programs due to its ability
to search ahead while balancing exploration and exploitation.

The choice of network size in an MCTS and DNN com-
bined algorithm is a non-trivial decision. Common current
practices tend to settle on a network size based on empirical
experience; for the example of Go, most teams tend to settle
on 256 filters with varying number of layers [Tian et al., 2019;
Pascutto, 2017], following the first example by AlphaGo [Sil-
ver et al., 2016]. Empirical data shows that overall, the larger
the network, the stronger the program tends to be under the
same number of MCTS simulations [Pascutto, 2017]. Sim-
ilarly, outside the context of Go, there is abundant evidence
showing that in general, the larger the network, the better it
will be at generalization, and the increased capacity of the
network also leads to better learned representations [Hinton
et al., 2015; He et al., 2016].

However, when creating a program that combines MCTS
and DNN, given the same amount of computing resources, it
is not a simple decision of training using the largest allowable
network, since the number of MCTS simulations depends on
the size of the network. A smaller network can be much
faster and therefore search more states; given the asymptotic
convergence guarantee of MCTS, it may be more favorable
to spend the finite budget on performing more simulations,
rather than using a larger DNN for a more accurate evalua-
tion. When considering training following the AZ paradigm,
this problem is critical, since millions of self-play records
need to be generated.

To solve this dilemma, we consider taking advantage of
both large and small networks by combining them together
with MCTS, which we call multiple policy value MCTS
(MPV-MCTS). Two pre-trained DNNs are used in this paper,
typically of significantly different network sizes (i.e., consist-
ing of different numbers of filters and layers). MPV-MCTS is
a general method that does not depend on how the two DNNs
are trained. In the method, each network grows its own best-
first search tree. The two trees share the same action value, so
intuitively, the small net helps avoid blind spots via its looka-
head from a higher simulation count, while the large net pro-
vides more accurate values and policies.

We use a simplified variant of Go called NoGo [Müller,
2015] to demonstrate the idea. Experiments show that by
combining supervised learning networks of different sizes,
MPV-MCTS can reach an average of 418 Elo rating against
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the baseline (HaHaNoGo), whereas a small network and a
large network alone can only reach 277 and 309 Elo rat-
ings, respectively. Compared with intermediate-sized single
networks, MPV-MCTS is also stronger against the common
baseline. MPV-MCTS can also improve the playing strength
of separately trained AZ networks. Lastly, using equivalent
training budgets, MPV-MCTS can accelerate AZ training by
at least a factor of 2. Matchups between the MPV-MCTS
method and those without achieves win rates of 56.6% and
51.2% for 2 times and 2.5 times the training budget, re-
spectively. With the same training budget, AZ training with
MPV-MCTS can be up to 252 Elo ratings stronger than those
trained without.

We list two major contributions of this paper as follows:
1. The MPV-MCTS search tree generated with two dif-

ferently sized DNNs fS and fL is stronger in playing
strength than either net alone, given the same amount of
computing resource usage.

2. With MPV-MCTS, AZ training can be performed more
efficiently.

2 Background
2.1 Monte Carlo Tree Search
MCTS is a best-first tree search algorithm, typically consist-
ing of the iterative process of: 1) traversing the search tree
according to a specified selection algorithm to select a yet-to-
be-evaluated leaf state 2) evaluating the leaf, and 3) updat-
ing the tree correspondingly with the evaluation result. In-
stead of following the minimax paradigm, MCTS averages
the evaluation results in the subtree rooted at state s to de-
cide on the state value V (s). Monte Carlo sampling (often
referred to as rollout) is a standard evaluation method; mod-
ern programs may use DNNs as state value approximators
instead of rollout, or combine the two evaluation methods in
some way. Most selection algorithms are designed to mini-
mize the expected regret of sampling the state s by balanc-
ing exploration and exploitation. Examples of selection al-
gorithms include UCB1 [Kocsis and Szepesvári, 2006] and
PUCT [Rosin, 2011]. Both of these algorithms follow the
general form:

at = argmax
a

(Q(s, a) + u(s, a)), (1)

where Q(s, a) is the state action value of taking action a
at s, and u(s, a) is a bonus value to regulate exploration. For
example, the bonus value of PUCT (used by AlphaGo) is:

uPUCT(s, a) ∝ P (s, a)×
√
N(s)

N(s, a)
, (2)

where N(s) and N(s, a) are the simulation counts of s and
taking the action a at s respectively; and P (s, a) is the prob-
ability of a being the best action of s, which is referred to as
the prior probability.

2.2 Policy Value MCTS
Policy Value MCTS (PV-MCTS) uses DNNs to provide a pol-
icy p(a|s) and a value v(s) for any given state s. The policy

p is used for PUCT as P (s, a) in Equation 2 during the selec-
tion phase, while v(s) is used as the evaluation result to up-
date the state value V of ancestor states of s. The particular
implementation of PV-MCTS as used by AlphaGo consists of
two separate networks, the policy networks (be used when a
node become a branch node of MCTS) and value networks
(be used when a node be selected). AlphaGo Zero combines
the two as a policy value network (PV-NN) that outputs the
prior probabilities and state value simultaneously.

Data from Silver et al. [2017] hinted that the advantage of
search cannot be easily replaced by spending more effort on
training better policy networks. More specifically, their ex-
periments show that the output policy of PV-MCTS is about
2000 Elo ratings [Elo, 1978] stronger than simply using the
policy output of the same PV-NN without search. This in-
dicates that even with a strong DNN policy function, perfor-
mance can be further improved significantly through search.

2.3 Combining Multiple Strategies in MCTS
There are several methods that have been proposed to com-
bine multiple strategies during MCTS action value evalua-
tion, such as Rapid Action Value Evaluation (RAVE) [Gelly
and Silver, 2011], implicit minimax backups [Lanctot et al.,
2014], and asynchronous policy value MCTS (APV-MCTS)
[Silver et al., 2016]. Both RAVE and implicit minimax
backup combine MCTS evaluation (rollout) with another
evaluation; for the scope of this paper, we omit the details. Of
these three algorithms, MPV-MCTS is most related to APV-
MCTS. APV-MCTS is designed to combine both MCTS eval-
uations of value network and rollout. The combined strength
of the value network and rollout can achieve more than 95%
winning rate against using either one alone [Silver et al.,
2016], demonstrating that there is potential for better perfor-
mance by combining MCTS evaluations of different strate-
gies.

3 Method
3.1 Multiple Policy Value MCTS
In this subsection, we focus on explaining the scenario where
the overall system consists of two PV-NNs fS and fL (small
and large networks, respectively). Let bS (bL) be an assigned
number of simulations, or budget, for which our method uses
the network fS (fL) to grow its own search tree TS (TL). Our
problem is then: Given s, fS , fL, bS , and bL, find a stronger
policy:

π(s, (fS , bS), (fL, bL)),

such that bS ≥ bL.
When a state is in both search trees, the two networks col-

laborate by sharing the same state value V (s) and the same
prior probability P (s, a). For the scope of this paper, we use
the following method, similar to APV-MCTS:

V (s) = αVS(s) + (1− α)VL(s), and (3)
P (s, a) = βpS(a|s) + (1− β)pL(a|s), (4)

where α, β ∈ [0, 1] are weight coefficients. Note that α and
β can be set according to the accuracy of the values and prior
probabilities. For example, the more accurate VL and pL are,
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the smaller α, β should be. In the experiments, we set α =
0.5, β = 0, following settings by APV-MCTS.

For each simulation during the search, we first choose ei-
ther fS or fL, say fS , then select a leaf state of TS to evaluate,
and then use the results to update the search tree. It is up to
the user to design how the two networks take turns, as long as
the budgets bS and bL are satisfied. We suggest several ways
to take turn in section 5. In our experiments, for a given set of
bS and bL, we simply randomly select bS numbers between
1 and bS + bL, and perform a small net simulation for those
iterations; for all other iterations, we use the larger net. This
corresponds to line 1 in Algorithm 1.

We now consider how fS and fL contribute to the over-
all MPV-MCTS method, starting with fS . Conceptually, the
goal is to allow TS to provide the overall MPV-MCTS with
the benefits of lookahead search, where the tree balances be-
tween exploration and exploitation as it grows. This is the
role of fS because it is the faster of the two networks, and can
therefore perform more simulations with the same amount of
resource usage as fL. This is also the reason why we assign
bS to be larger than bL. During MPV-MCTS, for each sim-
ulation using fS , a leaf state is selected following the PUCT
algorithm using the simulation count of fS as N . This corre-
sponds to lines 4-6 in Algorithm 1.

Now we consider the role of fL. For every simulation of
fL, we wish to identify and simulate the most critical states.
While there are many ways to do so, we simply assume for
simplicity that in the larger tree the yet-to-be-evaluated leaf
with the higher visit count in TS should be more important,
and thus the leaf with the highest visit count in TS is selected
in each simulation. This corresponds to line 8 in Algorithm
1. There is a very rare special case, wherein the selected leaf
may not yet be visited by fS . In this case (line 9), we reselect
a unevaluated leaf state (line 10) using PUCT for fL instead
(following Equation 2, but with NL(s) and NL(s, a)).

Algorithm 1: MPV-MCTS Algorithm
Input: state s, networks fS and fL, budgets bS and bL

1 list = RandomlySelect(bS , bS + bL) ;
2 for i← 1 to bS + bL do
3 if i in list then
4 sleaf =

SelectUnevaluatedLeafStateByPUCT(TS) ;
5 (p, v) = fS(sleaf ) ;
6 Update(TS , sleaf , (p, v)) ;
7 else
8 sleaf =

SelectUnevaluatedLeafStateByPriority(TL) ;
9 if NS(sleaf ) = 0 then

10 sleaf =
SelectUnevaluatedLeafStateByPUCT(TL) ;

11 (p, v) = fL(sleaf );
12 Update(TL, sleaf , (p, v));
13 end
14 end

Figure 1: Workflow of training AZ with MPV-MCTS.

3.2 Training AlphaZero with MPV-MCTS

We first briefly review the AZ training method, in which an
agent improves by playing against itself repeatedly. The agent
generates its playing policy by using a PV-NN in a PV-MCTS
algorithm. The weights in the PV-NN are first initialized ran-
domly. We now describe the training process by listing three
major components.

• By using the PV-NN in a PV-MCTS algorithm, self-play
workers generate game records by letting two same in-
stances of itself play against each other. At each turn in
a game, a worker computes PV-MCTS and follows the
playing policy as follows. The probability of a being
played at s is πa ∝ N(s, a)1/τ , where N(s, a) is the
action’s simulation count and τ is a temperature param-
eter. When a game ends, the self-play record is saved to
the replay buffer.

• The replay buffer is a fixed-size queue containing a col-
lection of self-play game records. Each record (s, π, z)
includes a state s (of which there will be many in a sin-
gle game), the playing policy π used to select the action
at state s, and the outcome z of the game.

• The training worker continually samples records from
the replay buffer and trains the current PV-NN.

Following the above AZ training and from the intuition that
larger DNNs tend to learn better, it is reasonable to expect
the trained agent using fL should outperform that with fS .
That said, if our hypothesis for MPV-MCTS holds, it is also
possible that replacing PV-MCTS with MPV-MCTS in AZ
training will lead to better performance.

Figure 1 shows the work-flow of how MPV-MCTS can
be applied to the AZ training algorithm. We start from two
PV-NNs of different sizes with random weights. The replay
buffer does not need to be modified. The self-play workers
use the latest PV-NNs of both sizes with MPV-MCTS to gen-
erate the self-play records. After performing MPV-MCTS,
we simply use the simulation count of the small net tree TS
as our playing policy π to select actions. When a game ends,
we store the records to the replay buffer. The training worker
repeatedly use records sampled from the replay buffer to train
both fS and fL using the same loss function as AlphaGo Zero
[Silver et al., 2017].
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4 Experiments
In this section, we empirically demonstrate our method on
NoGo, a two-player game on a 9×9 Go board. NoGo was se-
lected as the feature game of the 2011 Combinatorial Games
Workshop at BIRS, and subsequently became a tournament
item in the Computer Olympiad [Müller, 2015]. The game
has the same rules as Go, except where moves that lead to
capturing and suicide are not allowed. The player who can-
not make any moves during her turn loses. NoGo is chosen
for our experiments since the complexity of the game is rela-
tively low when compared with Go, while maintaining many
similar characteristics [Chou et al., 2011].

4.1 Experiment Settings
In our experiments, the state-of-the-art NoGo program Ha-
HaNoGo [Lan, 2016] (MCTS-based) with 100,000 simula-
tions served as the baseline. HaHaNoGo defeated the reign-
ing champion HappyNoGo (which placed first in the 2013
and 2015 Computer Olympiad) in TAAI 2016. In all experi-
ments, each version played 1,000 games against the baseline.
We use the Elo rating [Elo, 1978] instead of win rate to judge
the playing strength of AI by setting the Elo rating of Ha-
HaNoGo to 0. In this paper, all experiments are performed
on eight Intel Xeon(R) Gold 6154 CPUs and 64 Nvidia Tesla
V100 GPUs.

The architecture of our PV-NNs is the same as that used
in AlphaGo Zero [Silver et al., 2017], except for filter sizes,
residual blocks [He et al., 2016] and inputs. Let f(x, y) de-
note a PV-NN with x filters and y residual blocks. The input
to the network is a 9×9×4 image stack comprised of four bi-
nary feature planes for the board information (player’s stones,
opponent’s s, player’s legal moves, opponent’s moves) repre-
senting game states.

For fairness of comparison, let one unit of normalized bud-
get indicate the amount of computing resources consumed for
one single forward pass on network f128,10 on the environ-
ment of the above setting. Note that one forward pass on
f(a × x, b × y) ideally runs about a2 × b times slower than
f(x, y). Thus, for computing resource analysis, one single
forward pass on f64,5 is said to consume 1/8 normalized bud-
get (ignoring the cost of selection and update). Thus, given
the same amount of normalized budget B, B forward passes
can be performed on f128,10, and 8B on f64,5.

4.2 Evaluating MPV-MCTS
Combining Supervised Learning Networks
First, we investigate using PV-NNs that were trained with su-
pervised learning in MPV-MCTS. We trained both f64,5 and
f128,10 from a dataset of 200,000 games (about 107 positions)
generated by HaHaNoGo with 50,000 simulations for each
move via self-play. We will present the performance of MPV-
MCTS with different budget allocation schemes, compared to
single networks using PV-MCTS.

With a normalized budget of B, we combine f64,5 and
f128,10 with the MPV-MCTS algorithm by different alloca-
tion schemes according to a budget ratio r ∈ [0, 1], where the
normalized budget is rB for f128,10 and (1− r)B for f64,5.
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Normalized Budget

E
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f64,5
f128,10

r = 1/4

r = 2/4
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Figure 2: The Elo ratings for different kinds of (normalized) budget
allocation. For a given budget B, rB is allocated to f128,10, while
the remaining (1− r)B is allocated to network f64,5. When r = 1,
it is equivalent to PV-MCTS with f128,10 with simulation count B;
when r = 0, it is equivalent to f64,5 with simulation count 8B.
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Figure 3: The Elo ratings of intermediate-sized networks with PV-
MCTS vs. f64,5 + f128,10 with MPV-MCTS.

Figure 2 shows the result of different resource allocation
schemes, showing that combining two PV-NNs leads to bet-
ter performance. The strongest version in these experiments
is r = 2/4, which achieved 527 Elo rating (about 95.40% win
rate against the baseline) with a normalized budget of 1600.
While the version that only uses either the small or the large
network can only achieve 323 and 472 Elo rating at best, re-
spectively. With the same normalized budget, both PV-NNs
f64,5 and f128,10 alone are weaker than all three allocation
ratios of MPV-MCTS. In the rest of the experiment, we set
r = 2/4.

We also trained intermediate-sized PV-NNs, f128,5, f90,10,
f90,5, and f64,10, which are expected to be more accurate than
smaller PV-NNs (e.g., f64,5) and faster than larger PV-NNs
(e.g., f128,10). We compared these mid-sized PV-NNs us-
ing PV-MCTS with the best performing set in Figure 2 (i.e.,
MPV-MCTS with f64,5 + f128,10, r = 2/4) with the same
normalized budget. Figure 3 shows that MPV-MCTS outper-
forms all of the mid-sized PV-NNs with PV-MCTS.
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(a) Testing with a normalized budget of 200.
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(b) Testing with a normalized budget of 800.

Figure 4: Combining PV-NNs trained by AZ with MPV-MCTS, where each red dot is the combination of the blue and black dots in the same
column.

Combining AlphaZero Trained Networks
Since MPV-MCTS is comprised of pre-trained PV-NNs, we
now investigate using various AZ trained PV-NNs in pairs.
We trained both f64,5 and f128,10 using the following settings:
simulation count: 800, PUCT constant: 1.5, learning rate:
0.05, batch size: 1024.

After training, f64,5 and f128,10 will each have a pro-
gression of PV-NNs as the accumulated number of self-play
games approaches 2,000,000. We select eight pairs of large
and small PV-NNs, along the following total number of accu-
mulated self-play games: 250k, 500k, ... , 2000k. That is, in
Figure 4, the red data points refer to the MPV-MCTS consist-
ing of f64,5 and f128,10, each trained following AZ with 250k
accumuluated self-play game records. Figure 4 also presents
the strength of each pair of large and small PV-NNs using
the same normalized budget for testing. For Figure 4a, a
normalized budget of 200 was used, while for Figure 4b, a
normalized budget of 800 was used. Both results show that
MPV-MCTS outperforms both the large and small nets, at all
stages throughout the AZ training process. This also shows
the robustness of MPV-MCTS.

4.3 AlphaZero Training with MPV-MCTS
In this subsection, we investigate performing AZ training
with MPV-MCTS, as illustrated in Figure 1. Let fS be f64,5,
and fL be f128,10 for clarity of presentation. Following the
workflow in Figure 1, both fL and fS are trained together;
self-play workers use both PV-NNs to generate self-play
games, using the playing policy π(s, (fS , 800)), (fL, 100).

Next, we follow AZ training for three separate large net-
works, where the difference is that during self-play, each
move is generated with simulation counts of 200, 400, and
800. These three are denoted as fL200 , fL400 , and fL800 , re-
spectively. Since we wish to fix the total training resource
usage, we will need to define a normalized game generation
count, similar to the way we defined a normalized budget.
Since the version with 800 simulations per self-play move
theoretically spends four times approximately as much re-
sources as the version with 200 simulations per self-play,

the former will generate 1/4 as many self-play game records
given the same training budget. For this experiment, we de-
fine 1 normalized generated game to use the same amount
of training budget as generating 1 self-play game record for
f128,10 using 200 simulations per move. Note that in the
MPV-MCTS case (where fS and fL are trained with 800 and
100 simulations per move respectively), generating 1 actual
self-play game record is equivalent in terms of cost as 1 nor-
malized generated game.

Figure 5 presents the results of training AZ with MPV-
MCTS compared with PV-MCTS. Since our main goal is to
demonstrate the benefit of using MPV-MCTS for training, the
testing conditions should be as equal across all sets versions
as possible. Therefore, although trained with different simu-
lations, each agent with the trained large net uses 200 (Figure
5a) or 800 (Figure 5b) simulations per move for testing. For
the MPV-MCTS case, we use only fL during testing for com-
parison; fS was omitted from testing so that the comparison
is strictly between large PV-NNs.

The results show that our method outperforms the best
large net following AZ training with PV-MCTS (i.e., fL800

)
by average 238 Elo ratings with a total of 2000k normalized
generated self-play games. Our interpretation is that the qual-
ity (how good is the policy during self-play) and quantity of
the self-play game records are two key factors during Alp-
haZero training. Comparing with fL800 , MPV-MCTS will
have more game records (more training steps). On the other
hand, against fL200

, MPV-MCTS will have higher quality
game records.

The results for fL800 in Figure 5 corresponds to the blue
dataset in Figure 4, where the self-play simulation (for train-
ing) was also set to be 800. If we look at the MPV-MCTS
training case (the green dataset in Figure 5), the result at
2000k normalized generated games performs 279 Elo ratings
and 370 Elo ratings stronger than the baseline, for 200 and
800 simulations respectively (Figures 5a and 5b). Comparing
between the data for MPV-MCTS in Figure 5b and f128,10
in Figure 4b, the performance for MPV-MCTS still exceeds
that of f128,10 for 1000k (4000k normalized) and 1250k gen-
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Figure 5: AZ training with MPV-MCTS. For a fair comparison, the Elo ratings were obtained by performing PV-MCTS using equally sized
large networks fL for all cases. That is, fS was only used for the green dataset during training, and was omitted for testing.

erated games (5000k normalized). In fact, matches between
fS800,L100

at 2000k normalized generated games and fL800

at 1000k generated games yields a win rate of 56.6%, while
playing against fL800

at 1250k generated games yields a win
rate of 51.2%. This implies that MPV-MCTS accelerates AZ
training by at least factor of 2.

5 Discussion and Future Work
In this section, we discuss some settings that we only per-
formed partial experiments on, and share preliminary results.

First, instead of two separate trees, we can think of our
method as having just one single tree, with the small net’s
tree as the “main” tree, because it is usually the larger one.
Nonetheless, we describe MPV-MCTS as two trees for gener-
ality (thereby allowing the algorithm to work with more than
two nets) and simplicity.

Second, in line 8 of Algorithm 1, we used the simulation
count to select the most important yet-to-be-evaluated states
for fL. Other types of priority functions can be used in-
stead when selecting states for fL, such as following its own
PUCT, or adding a discounted bonus to states whose parent
has higher visit counts. For situations with limited budgets,
the former tends to be weaker than our current priority func-
tion (but still stronger than a single net), while the latter is
complicated but yields no improvement. For multiple simul-
taneous networks, only the smallest network (with the largest
tree) uses PUCT for selection. All other networks would use
a user-defined priority function instead.

Third, instead of randomly selecting the order to take turns
simulating with fS and fL, as described in subsection 3.1 and
line 1 of Algorithm 1, we have also tried some other settings.
Assume that the budget allocation is bS = 800, bL = 100;
one alternative method is to force MPV-MCTS to start with
the larger net (say, the first 50 simulations all use fL) so that
the small net has more information that guides the search
when it begins. Results show that this alternative method of
taking turns does not yield improvement in testing, but seem
to have beneficial effects when used in AZ training (as in sub-

section 3.2). We also tried round-robin, but no significant dif-
ference was observed.

Fourth, our method provides an opportunity for ensemble
learning. For example, we tried to increase the coefficient of
the mean square error in the small net’s loss function, with the
aim of improving the accuracy of its value function. Results
show that training AZ with MPV-MCTS in this way acceler-
ates the process of training.

Fifth, we trained a mini-net (even weaker than the small
net) to replace the small net. The results of 800 mini network
simulations + 100 large network simulations were compara-
ble to 800 small network simulations + 100 large network, de-
spite the mini network being obviously worse than the small
network. This seems to imply that the MPV-MCTS benefits
from the look-ahead search provided by the smaller “partner”
more than the quality of the smaller partner.

Finally, we believe that a better way to train the AZ algo-
rithm with MPV-MCTS is to train with the help of several
sizes of networks. In this scenario, the largest network is the
primary network. The training begins by using the smallest
network as the support network, following the training pro-
cess as the one described in subsection 3.2. As the large net-
work improves and the representation learned by the small
network is no longer sufficient to master the training data, we
can replace it with a larger support network. This process is
iterative; while the primary network is persistent, the support
network should increase in capacity whenever it is unable to
keep up. The decision of using which support networks and
the parameters such as α, β, and simulation count can be con-
trolled by meta-learning, which is left as an open problem.
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